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It is important to verify timing conditions in real-time systems. The verification methods such as model checking and language inclusion algorithm, bisimulation method have been researched. Especially symbolic model checking is promising for verifying a large system. Time models are classified into discrete time model and dense time model. In discrete time model, symbolic model checker based on BDD(Binary Decision Diagram) has been developed. But in dense time model, symbolic model checking based on BDD causes the state-explosion problem because of generating region graph from specification. In this paper, we propose symbolic model checking based on BDD in dense time model, which do not use region graph. In our proposed symbolic model checker, we represent state spaces by both BDD and DBM(Difference Bound Matrices). We have realized effective symbolic model checker based on BDD in dense time model by proposed method.
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1 Introduction

It is important to formally verify whether specification satisfies verification properties or not in real-time systems, such as operating systems and commu-
nication protocols, logical circuits[1]. In dense time model, formal verification methods are classified into language inclusion algorithm and model checking as follows[2].

1. If both specification and verification specification are described by timed automaton, verification problem reduces to language inclusion problem in formal language theory[3]. Language inclusion problem is decided if verification specification language is closed under complementation. Timed automaton is based on the ideas on coupling $\omega$-automaton with timing constraints in dense time domain.

2. If specification is described by timed Kripke structure and verification specification is described by real-time temporal logic, verification problem reduces to real-time model checking[4].

In this paper, we focus on model checking, because many interesting verification properties are expressive. Especially, we focus on symbolic model checking[5] based on BDD(Binary Decision Diagram)[6], because we can avoid the state-explosion problem.

On the other hand, there are discrete time model and fictitious clock time model, dense time model[2]. In discrete time model and fictitious clock time model, symbolic model checking systems such as [7] and [8] have been developed. But in discrete time model and fictitious clock time model, asynchronous real-time systems can not be specified and verified[9]. In this paper, we try to specify real-time systems by dense time model and formally verify specification using model checking, especially symbolic model checking. In dense time model, symbolic model checkers such as the verifier of multi-clock automaton[10] and HYTECH[11], KRONOS[12] have been developed. But there are some problems in these symbolic model checkers as follows.

1. The verifier of multi-clock automaton requires large verification cost because of generating region graph[13].

2. HYTECH is implemented by both symbolic representation and semi-decision procedure using mathematica. But HYTECH is not implemented by BDD.

3. KRONOS is implemented by both symbolic representation and DBM. But KRONOS is not implemented by BDD.
From 1. and 2., 3., the dense time symbolic model checking based on BDD without region graph have not yet been developed. For this reason, 1. and 2., 3. cause the state-explosion problem.

In this paper, we develop symbolic model checking based on BDD. In general, symbolic model checking is more effective than model checking because of image computation and BDD. But in dense time model, it is difficult to verify systems because of timing constraints. We try to store state transitions and timing constraints by the form \((s, x)\) where \(s\) is a set of states represented by BDD and \(x\) is a set of timing constraints represented by DBM. This form allows us to verify systems using dense time symbolic model checking. This form have been proposed for language inclusion algorithm by Dill D. and Wong-Toi H[14]. They have realized the real-time symbolic verification system based on BDD and DBM. We develop our real-time symbolic model checking based on their ideas. Our approach for verification of real-time systems is as follows.

1. System specification, which is described by parallel composition of timed automata, is automatically transformed into timed Kripke structure.

2. Dense time symbolic model checking is based on both BDD and DBM. For DBM, we can avoid the state-explosion problem.

In section 2 real-time specification is introduced. In section 3 real-time temporal logic is introduced. In section 4 real-time symbolic model checking is introduced. In section 5 examples of formal specification and timing verification are introduced. In section 6 conclusion is introduced.

2 Specification method for real-time systems

2.1 Specification by timed Buchi automaton

Each process is specified by timed Buchi automaton[15] and system specification is the product automaton of timed Buchi automata. Because timed Buchi automaton is closed under union and intersection. Timed Kripke structure is automatically transformed from system specification.
Definition 1 (timed Buchi automaton) Timed Buchi automaton is a $A=(\Sigma, S, S_0, C$ where

1. $\Sigma$: a finite set of events
2. $S$: a finite set of states
3. $S_0 \subseteq S$: a finite set of start states
4. $C$: a finite set of clocks
5. $E \subseteq S \times S \times \Sigma \times 2^C \times \Phi(C)$: a set of transitions
6. $F \subseteq S$: accepting states
7. $\Phi(C)$ represents timing constraints $\delta$ of clock $C$, and is recursively defined by a set $X (x \in X)$ of clock variables and a time constant $D$ as follows.

$$\delta ::= x \leq D | D \leq x | \neg \delta | \delta_1 \wedge \delta_2$$

An edge $(s, s', a, \lambda, \delta)$ represents a transition from state $s$ to state $s'$ on input symbol $a$. We represent this transition as follows.

$$s \xrightarrow{a,\lambda,\delta} s'$$

The set $\lambda \subseteq C$ gives the clocks to be reset with this transition. A run $r$ of timed automaton over a word $\sigma \in \Sigma^\omega$ is an accepting run iff $f(r) \cap F \neq \emptyset$.

Definition 2 (intersection of timed Buchi automata) Consider timed Buchi automaton $Ai=(\Sigma, S_i, S_{0i}, C_i, E_i, F_i), i=1, 2, \ldots, n$. Intersection can be implemented by a trivial modification of the standard product construction for Buchi automata as follows.

1. The set of clocks for the product automaton $A$ is $\cup C_i$.
2. The states of $A$ are of the form $(s_{j1} \times s_{j2} \times \ldots \times s_{jn})$, where each $s_{ji} \in S_i$, and $i=1, 2, \ldots, n, j=1, 2, \ldots, m$.
3. The initial state is of the form $(s_{01} \times s_{02} \times \ldots \times s_{0n})$, where each $s_{0i} \in S_i$, and $i=1, 2, \ldots, n$. 
4. The set of transitions consists of $E_1 \times E_2 \times \ldots \times E_n$. The transition of $A$ is obtained by coupling the transitions of the individual automaton having the same label. Let $\{(s_{j_i}, s_{k_i}, a, \lambda_i, \delta_i) \in E_i | i = 1, 2, \ldots, n\}$ be a set of transitions with the same label $a$. Corresponding to this set, there is a joint transition of $A$ out of each state of the form $(s_{j_1} \times s_{j_2} \times \ldots \times s_{j_n})$ labeled with $a$. The new state is $(s_{k_1} \times s_{k_2} \times \ldots \times s_{k_n})$ with $j=k+l \mod n$ if $s_k \in F_k$ and $j=k$ otherwise.

5. The set of clocks to be reset with the transition is $\cap \lambda_i$, and the associated clock constraint is $\land \delta_i$.

6. The accepting set of $A$ consists of $F_1 \times F_2 \times \ldots \times F_n$.

Theorem 1 (closure under intersection) Timed B"{u}chi automaton is closed under intersection.
(outline of proof) According to [Definition 2], the class of timed language $L(A_1) \cap L(A_2)$ accepted by timed B"{u}chi automaton $A_1 \times A_2$ is generated, where $L(A_i)$ is the class of timed language accepted by timed B"{u}chi automaton $A_i$.

2.2 Generation of timed Kripke structure

It is necessary to generate timed Kripke structure from timed automaton in order to realize model checking. The generation method is the same as the reference[16]. A timed Kripke structure $T$ corresponding to a timed automaton $A$ is defined to be a timed Kripke structure such that there exists one to one correspondence between the state-input sequences of $A$ and the paths from one of an initial state. Next, we formally define the generation method of timed Kripke structure as follows.

Definition 3 (timed Kripke structure) $T=(S', \mu', R', \pi')$ be a timed Kripke structure. where

1. $S'$ : a finite set of states

2. $\mu' : S' \to 2^P$ assigns to each state the set of atomic propositions true in that state.
3. $R'$ : a binary relation on $S'$ ($R' \subseteq S' \times S'$) which gives the possible transitions between states.

4. $\pi'$ : $S' \rightarrow 2^C \times \Phi(C)$ assigns to each state the set of clocks.

Next, we define operational semantics for a timed Kripke structure $T$ in terms of a transition system. A timed-state of the system is a pair $q=(s_i', x_i)$, $i=0, \ldots, n$, where $s_i' \in S'$ is a state and $x_i$ is a vector of clock values.

**Definition 4 (semantics of timed Kripke structure)** We define operational semantics for a timed Kripke structure $T$ as follows.

1. The set $q_0$ of initial states is the set of all timed-states whose state component is an initial state in $T$, and whose clocks values are all equal to 0, as given by $q_0=$ \{ $(s_0', 0) \mid s_0'$ is the set of initial states $\}$

2. For each transition $s_i' \rightarrow s_{i+1}'$, let $R' = \{ (s_i', x_i), (s_{i+1}', x_{i+1}) \mid x_i \in \pi' (s_i')$ and $x_{i+1} \in \pi' (s_{i+1}') , s_i' \times s_{i+1}' \in R' \}$

Next, we define the generation of timed Kripke structure from a timed automaton.

**Definition 5 (the generation of timed Kripke structure)** Let $A=\langle \Sigma, S, S_0, C, E, f \rangle$ be a timed automaton, and $T=(S', \mu', R', \pi')$ be a timed Kripke structure. The generation method is as follows.

1. $S' = E$

2. $R' \subseteq E \times E$

3. $\mu' = E \rightarrow 2^\Sigma = S' \rightarrow 2^P$

4. $\pi' = E \rightarrow 2^C \times \Phi(C) = S' \rightarrow 2^C \times \Phi(C)$

The example of the generation of timed Kripke structure is as shown in Fig.1.
Next, we explain that this transformation is compatible with the definition of truth of temporal logic.

Theorem 2 (compatibility) For all timed automaton $A$ and temporal logic $\phi$, timed Kripke structures $T$, it holds that $|=_{A} \phi$ iff $|=_{T} \phi$

(proof)

From the definition of $A$, it follows that for each infinite sequence

$$s_{0} \xrightarrow{a_{0},\lambda_{0},\delta_{0}} s_{1} \xrightarrow{a_{1},\lambda_{1},\delta_{1}} s_{2} \xrightarrow{a_{2},\lambda_{2},\delta_{2}} \ldots$$

of transitions of $A$ there is a path $(s_{0}', s_{1}', s_{2}', \ldots)$ of $T$,

such that

$$s_{i} \xrightarrow{a_{i},\lambda_{i},\delta_{i}} s_{i+1} \sim s_{i}'$$

for all

$$s_{i} \xrightarrow{a_{i},\lambda_{i},\delta_{i}} s_{i+1}$$

Conversly, for each infinite sequence $(s_{0}', s_{1}', s_{2}', \ldots)$ of $T$, there is a path

$$s_{0} \xrightarrow{a_{0},\lambda_{0},\delta_{0}} s_{1} \xrightarrow{a_{1},\lambda_{1},\delta_{1}} s_{2} \xrightarrow{a_{2},\lambda_{2},\delta_{2}} \ldots$$

of $A$

such

$$s_{i} \xrightarrow{a_{i},\lambda_{i},\delta_{i}} s_{i+1} \sim s_{i}'$$
for all \( s'_i \) in the first sequence.
Next observe that if

\[
s_i \xrightarrow{a_i, \lambda_i, \delta_i} s_{i+1} \sim s'_i
\]

then \( s_{i+1} \models_A \phi \) iff \( s_{i'} \models_T \phi \). Using this observation and the above correspondence between sequences of transitions of \( A \) and sequences of states of \( T \), we can induction over \( \phi \) prove that for all transitions of \( A \) and states of \( T \).

### 3 Real-time temporal logic

Verification property specification is described in RTCTL (Real-Timed CTL), which expands TCTL (Timed CTL) [13] with next state operator as follows.

**Definition 6 (syntax of RTCTL)** The formulas \( \phi \) of RTCTL are inductively defined as follows.

\[
\phi ::= p | \neg \phi | \phi_1 \rightarrow \phi_2 | EX_{\sim c} \phi_1 | E(\phi_1 U_{< c} \phi_2) | EG_{\sim c} \phi_1
\]

1. \( E \) : for some sequence of states a formula holds
2. \( X \) : next states operator
3. \( U \) : until operator
4. \( G \) : always operator
5. \( p \in \) (atomic proposition)
6. \( c \in N \) (natural number)
7. \( \sim \) is binary relation \(<, \leq, =, \geq, >\)

Informally, \( E(\phi_1 U_{< c} \phi_2) \) means that for some sequence of states \( s'_0, s'_1, s'_2, \ldots \) there exits a sequence of states of time length less than \( C \) such that \( \phi_2 \) holds at the last state and \( \phi_1 \) holds at all its intermediate states.

**Definition 7 (syntactic abbreviations for RTCTL)** We can specify all the temporal formulas using following syntactic abbreviations.
1. $EF_{\sim_c} \phi_1 = E(\text{true} U_{\sim_c} \phi_1)$

2. $AX_{\sim_c} \phi_1 = \neg E\neg X_{\sim_c} \phi_1$

3. $AG_{\sim_c} \phi_1 = \neg EF_{\sim_c} \neg \phi_1$

4. $A \phi_1 U_{\sim_c} \phi_2 = E [\neg \phi_2 U_{\sim_c} \neg \phi_1 \wedge \neg \phi_2] \wedge \neg EG_{\sim_c} \neg \phi_2$

Here we define RTCTL-semantics in order to interpret RTCTL-formula based on timed Kripke structure as follows.

**Definition 8 (semantics of RTCTL)** For a timed Kripke structure $T=(S', \mu', R', \pi')$, a state $s_0' \in S_0'$, a sequence of states $s_0', s_1', \ldots, s_n'$ and a RTCTL-formula $\phi$, the satisfaction relation $(T, s_0') \models \phi$ is defined inductively as follows.

1. $(T, s_0') \models p$ iff $p \in \mu'(s_0')$.

2. $(T, s_0') \models \neg \phi_1$ iff $(T, s_0') \models \phi_1$ is unsatisfiable.

3. $(T, s_0') \models \phi_1 \rightarrow \phi_2$ iff $(T, s_0') \models \phi_1$ is unsatisfiable or $(T, s_0') \models \phi_2$.

4. $(T, s_0') \models EX_{\sim_c} \phi_1$ iff for some state $s_1'$ such that $(s_0', s_1') \in R'$, $s_1' \models \phi_1$ and $\sim_c$ is satisfiable with $\mu'(s_1')$.

5. $(T, s_0') \models E(\phi_1 U_{\sim_c} \phi_2)$ iff for some sequence of states $(s_0', s_1', \ldots, s_n')$, $\exists i [i \geq 0 \wedge (T, s_i') \models \phi_2 \wedge \sim_c$ is satisfiable with $\mu'(s_i')$ $\wedge \forall j [0 \leq j < i \rightarrow (T, s_j') \models \phi_1 \wedge \sim_c$ is satisfiable with $\mu'(s_j')$] $]

6. $(T, s_0') \models EG_{\sim_c} \phi_1$ iff for some sequence of states $(s_0', s_1', \ldots, s_n')$, $\forall i [0 \leq i \rightarrow (T, s_i') \models \phi_1 \wedge \sim_c$ is satisfiable with $\mu'(s_i')$] $]

4 Verification algorithm for real-time symbolic model checking

In real-time symbolic model checking, for a timed Kripke structure $T$, we represent state transitions relation $R'$ as BDD and a set of states as the form $(s_i', x_i) (i = 0, 1, \ldots, n)$, where $s_i' \in S'$ is a state represented by BDD and $x_i$ is a vector of clock values represented by DBM(differences bounds matrix). In order to realize real-time symbolic model checking, we compute a set of states...
that satisfy the formulas by inverse image computation and test whether a set of states satisfy timing constraints using DBM.

We define real-time symbolic model checking algorithm after defining inverse image computation and DBM.

4.1 Inverse image computation

Many of the idea used in symbolic model checking can be explained by considering the problem of computing reachable state sets, since reachable state computations are at the heart of model checking[16]. Let $s'_i$ be a set of states represented by the BDD $s'_i (V)$. We wish to compute a BDD $s'_j (V')$ that represents the states reachable from $s'_i$ by the transitions in the transition relation $R'$:

$$s'_j (V') = \exists V. [s'_i (V) \land R' (V, V')].$$

This is called image computation. But in real-time symbolic model checking, we use inverse image computation. In inverse image computation, we compute a BDD $s'_i (V)$ that represents the states backward reachable from $s'_j$ by the transitions in the transition relation $R'$:

$$s'_i (V) = \exists V'. [s'_j (V') \land R' (V, V')] .$$

4.2 DBM(differences bounds matrix)

4.2.1 reachability analysis(test timing constraints)

We can compute a set of states that satisfy the formulas using inverse image computation. But we must test whether a set of states satisfy timing constraints. We will test timing constraints(reachability analysis) using DBM[18,19] as follows.

Definition 9 (DBM(Difference Bounds Matrices))) $DBM$ consists of the matrix of timer valuations. Timer valuations are defined as follows.

$$\forall i, j \in C : t_i - t_j \leq d_{ij}$$

where

1. $t_i$ : clock variable
2. $t_j$ : clock variable
3. $d_{ij}$ : clock constant
The $(i, j)$-element of $DBM$ is equal to $d_{ij}$. A fictitious clock $t_0$ that is always exactly zero is introduced. $d_{ij} \subseteq \{..., -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, \ldots\} \cup \{..., -2^{-1}, -1^{-1}, 0^{-1}, 1^{-1}, 2^{-1}, \ldots\} \cup \{-\infty\} \cup \{\infty\}$. The ordering $j$ over the integers is extended to $d_{ij}$ by the following law: for any integer $a$, $-\infty < a^{-1} < a < (a + 1)^{-1} < \infty$.

Next, we define reachability analysis using $DBM$.

**Definition 10 (reachability analysis)** Generate the intersection of canonical $DBMs$, check reachability between two states. Here we check whether state $D \rightarrow D'$ is possible or not.

1. **Perform canonical $DBM$ by Floyd-Warshall' algorithm** The each inequality of $DBM$ is of the form $t_i - t_j \leq d_{i,j}$. An alternative formulation of it allows the construction of a constraint graph for a given set of inequalities. Each variable is represented as a node in the graph, and an inequality $t_i - t_j \leq d_{i,j}$ is represented by a directed edge with weight $d_{i,j}$ connecting $t_i$ to $t_j$ as shown in Fig. 2. For this reason, we can get canonical $DBM$ by Floyd-Warshall' algorithm[18].

2. **Intersect canonical $DBMs$** intersection $DBM = \min \{d_{ij}, d'_{ij}\}$ where
   
   1. $[d_{ij}]$: canonical $DBM$ of state $D$
   2. $[d'_{ij}]$: canonical $DBM$ of state $D'$

In dense time model, in order to reach $D'$ from $D$, there is intersection $DBM$ between $D$ and $D'$[19].

3. **Test intersection $DBM$** If there is a negative-cost cycle in intersection $DBM$, it is impossible to reach $D'$ from $D$. If there is no negative-cost cycle in intersection $DBM$, it is possible to do so.

![Fig. 2](image_url)
Next, we explain the validity of reachability analysis as follows.

**Theorem 3 (the validity of reachability analysis)** If there is a negative-cost cycle in intersection DBM of $D$ and $D'$, it is impossible to reach $D'$ from $D$.

(proof) We call a sequence of clock variables $t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n$. The cost of the path in intersection DBM is $d_{t_1,t_2} + d_{t_2,t_3} + \ldots + d_{t_n,t_1}$. We can define $d_{t_1,t_2}, d_{t_2,t_3}, \ldots, d_{t_n,t_1}$ as follows.

$t_1 - t_2 \leq d_{t_1,t_2}$
$t_2 - t_3 \leq d_{t_2,t_3}$
\[ \vdots \]
$t_n - t_1 \leq d_{t_n,t_1}$

The cost $=(t_1 - t_2) + (t_2 - t_3) + \ldots + (t_n - t_1) = t_1 - t_1$

If there is a negative-cost cycle $(t_1 - t_1 < 0)$, it is impossible to reach $D'$ from $D$.

4.2.2 Testing whether a set of states satisfy $\sim c$ in $\phi_1 U_{<c} \phi_2$

We must test whether a set of states satisfy $\sim c \in \phi_1 U_{<c} \phi_2$. In other words, we test whether the time elapsed in traversing a sequence between $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ satisfies $\sim c$. We test it using a clock variable in DBM as follows.

**Definition 11 (the computation of the time elapsed in traversing a sequence)**

We define the computation of the time elapsed in traversing a sequence between $s'_j$ and $s'_k$ ($j < k$). We focus on some clock variable $x$ in DBM.

(1) when $x$ is not reset between $s'_j$ and $s'_k$ The timing constraint is $x \leq d$ or $x \geq d$ at $s'_j$ and $x \leq h$ or $x \geq h$ at $s'_k$, where $d \leq h$. We compute the time elapsed in traversing a sequence between $s'_j$ and $s'_k$ as follows in Fig.3.

1. case $x \leq d$ and $x \leq h$: The elapsed time $t$ is $t \leq h-d$.
2. case $x \geq d$ and $x \geq h$: The elapsed time $t$ is $t \geq h-d$.
3. case $x \leq d$ and $x \geq h$: The elapsed time $t$ is $t \geq h$.
4. case $x \geq d$ and $x \leq h$: The elapsed time $t$ is $t \leq h-d$.
(2) When $x$ is reset between $s'_j$ and $s'_k$. Assuming that $x$ is reset at a state $s'_l$ $(j < l < k)$. We compute the time elapsed in traversing a sequence between $s'_j$ and $s'_l$ and the time elapsed in traversing a sequence between $s'_l$ and $s'_k$. We compute the elapsed times using the same way as (1). Finally, we add the time elapsed in traversing a sequence between $s'_j$ and $s'_l$ and the time elapsed in traversing a sequence between $s'_l$ and $s'_k$.

From (1) and (2), we can compute the time elapsed in traversing a sequence between $s'_j$ and $s'_k$.

![Diagram](image)

| (1) $x < d$ and $x < h$ : $t = h - d$ |
| (2) $x = d$ and $x = h$ : $t = h - d$ |
| (3) $x < d$ and $x > h$ : $t = h$ |
| (4) $x > d$ and $x = h$ : $t = h - d$ |

Fig. 3 the time elapsed in state transitions

### 4.3 Real-time symbolic model checking

Finally, we define real-time symbolic model checking as follows.

**Definition 12 (real-time symbolic model checking)** The real-time symbolic model checking consists of following procedures.
1. Firstly, we convert system specification into timed Kripke structure.

2. Secondly, we represent state transitions relation \( R' \) as BDD and a set of states as the form \((s'_i, x_i)\) \((i = 0, 1, \ldots, n)\), where \(s'_i \in S'\) is a state represented by BDD and \(x_i\) is a vector of clock values represented by DBM (differences bounds matrix).

3. Next, we compute the set of states that satisfy every subformula using inverse image computation and we test whether the set of states satisfy timing constraints or not using DBM. We test whether the time elapsed in traversing a sequence satisfy timing constraints in a formula (for example, \( \sim c \) in \( E (\phi_1 U_{\sim c} \phi_2) \)).

4. Finally, after determining the set \( S \) of states that satisfy the formula \( f \), we test whether \( s'_0 \) is a subset of \( S \) (that is, whether \( \neg s'_0 \) \((V) \vee S(V)\) is the BDD representing true.) If it is, then the timed Kripke structure satisfies \( f \).

Next, we define real-time symbolic model checking algorithm as follows.

**Definition 13 (real-time symbolic model checking algorithm)** For given a structure \( T= (S', \mu', R', \pi') \) and a temporal logic formula \( f \), we determine whether \( \models_T f \). The algorithm is based on inverse image computation. Firstly, we compute the set of states that satisfy all subformulas of \( f \) of length 1, the second stage compute the set of states that satisfy all subformulas of \( f \) of length 2, and so on. At the end of ith stage, the set of states that satisfy the set of all subformula of length \( \leq i \) will be computed. To perform computing the set of states at stage \( i \), the set of states gathered in earlier stages is used. One can conclude that \( \models_T f \) if the initial state \((s'_0)\) is a subset of the set of states. Let \( \phi \) be a subformula of \( f \). We compute the set of states that satisfy all subformulas \( \phi \) of \( f \) of length 1 as follows.

1. \( \phi \in p(\text{atomic proposition}) \)
   nothing to do

2. \( \phi = \neg \phi_1 \)
   return \( \neg s_{\phi_1} \) \((V)\)
   where \( s_{\phi_1} \) \((V)\) means the set of states that satisfy \( \phi_1 \) represented by BDD
3. $\phi = \phi_1 \rightarrow \phi_2$
   return $\neg s \phi_1 (V) \lor s \phi_2 (V)$

4. $\phi = EX_\sim c \phi_1$
   return functionEX $\phi_1 (EX \phi_1 (V), \sim c)$
   functionEX $\phi_1 (EX \phi_1 (V), \sim c)$
   $EX \phi_1 (V) = \exists V'. [(R'(V, V') \land \phi_1 (V)]$
   If $\sim c$ is not satisfiable with $\phi' (EX \phi_1 (V))$, we compute $EX \phi_1 (V)$ as follows.
   $EX \phi_1 (V) := EX \phi_1 (V) - EX \phi_1 (V)'$
   We test whether $EX \phi_1 (V)$ is reachable from $\phi_1 (V)$ satisfying timing constraints.
   If there is the set of states $EX \phi_1 (V)'$ that does not satisfy timing constraints,
   we compute $EX \phi_1 (V)$ as follows.
   $EX \phi_1 (V) := EX \phi_1 (V) - EX \phi_1 (V)'$
   return $EX \phi_1 (V)$
   end functionEX $\phi_1$;

5. $\phi = E\phi_1 U_\sim c \phi_2$
   $T(V) := \phi_2 (V)$
   repeat {
     $U(V) := \phi_1 (V) \land \exists V'. [R'(V, V') \land T(V')]
     If there is the set of states $\pi' (U(V))$ that does not satisfy $\sim c$, we compute $U(V)$ as follows.
     $U(V) := U(V) - U(V)'$
     If there is the set of states $U(V)'$ that does not satisfy timing constraints, we compute $U(V)$ as follows.
     $U(V) := U(V) - U(V)'$
     If $U(V)$ is included in $\phi_1 (V)$, return $\phi_1 (V)$;
     If $U(V)$ is not included in $\phi_1 (V)$, $T(V) := U(V) + T(V)$
   }

6. $\phi = EG_\sim c \phi_1$
   $T(V) := \phi_1 (V)$
   repeat {
     $U(V) := \phi_1 (V) \land functionEX \phi_1 (T(V), \sim c)$
     If $U(V)$ is equal to $\phi_1 (V)$, $\phi_1 (V) := T(V)$ and return $\phi_1 (V)$;
The verification system

5.1 Configuration of the verification system

We have developed the verification system based on this method using SBDD library[21] as shown in Fig.4. It runs on SUN4/IP(12MB). The verification system consists of compiler(1kstep) and real-time symbolic model checker(3kstep), which are implemented in C language.

5.2 Verification example

5.2.1 Specification

We present here the timed automata for the senders and the receivers of the CSMA/CD protocol[22]. The specification of sender and receiver is shown in Fig.5. The sender stays in initial state S0 until it receives a message. Then, it tests the bus to see if it is ready or busy, collision detection. In receiver, at initial state R0, it is ready to be in the transmission of a message. If one of the senders starts sending, the receiver sets to zero the timer y. When y is less than or equal to 5, the bus is sensed idle for the other sender.
5.2.2 Verification

We have verified using real-time symbolic model-checker whether verification properties by RTCTL are satisfiable in specification. We input timed automata into compiler by the programming language format as shown in Fig. 6.
The verification properties are (1)\(\text{EF} \text{send}\) and (2)\(\text{EF}(\text{send} \lor \text{E (ready U } \leq 5 \text{ end}))\), (3)\(\text{EF}(\text{send} \lor \text{E (ready U } \leq 10 \text{ end}))\), (4)\(\text{EG}(\text{send} \lor \text{ready} \land \text{begin})\) as shown in Table 1. In order to compare real-time symbolic model-checker and real-time model-checker, we have verified using real-time model-checker whether verification properties by RTCTL are satisfiable in specification. We have already reported real-time model-checker [4]. When we have verified it using real-time model-checker, we cannot verify 5665 states because of being not enough memory. But we can verify more than 14588 states using real-time symbolic model-checker. For this, we can avoid the state-explosion problem. We can show symbolic model-checking for dense time real-time systems is effective.
6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed real-time symbolic model checking method based on both BDD and DBM. We have developed the verification system and shown it effective by the CSMA/CD protocol. We can avoid the state-explosion problem. But we cannot verify 1020 states such as \[5\]. This shows the verification system for dense time systems is high cost. But the dense time has a desirable feature for representing two causally independent events in asynchronous real-time systems. In order to verify very large systems, we are developing the compositional verification system such as \[5\].
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